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Description
Hello,
Couldn't find any post on the BF9700 (aka Pofung WP970?) so figured I'd start one.
Read somewhere that the A58 was getting support, and since it uses the same cable, I figured maybe this one would work too. But it
won't work (tried under win 8.1 (prolific driver says it's okay), win XP, VM win2000, Ubuntu 14 (?) and with the live-CD version). Is
there support for this model?

History
#1 - 09/06/2019 02:12 am - Chris Auld
Ruud van Kuipers wrote:
Hello,
Couldn't find any post on the BF9700 (aka Pofung WP970?) so figured I'd start one.
Read somewhere that the A58 was getting support, and since it uses the same cable, I figured maybe this one would work too. But it won't work
(tried under win 8.1 (prolific driver says it's okay), win XP, VM win2000, Ubuntu 14 (?) and with the live-CD version). Is there support for this
model?

Hi Folks. Keen to follow up on this. Any progress?
I am happy to purchase a radio and send it to someone in order to support getting it done.

#2 - 10/31/2019 01:01 pm - Michael Alonzo
I've searching for support anywhere on these radios. Almost non existent. I tried every Baofeng driver in chirp trying to get a read from these radios
with no success, also tried rolling back the drivers to earlier versions with no results. If anyone has a solution, I'd really appreciate it.

#3 - 02/18/2020 04:10 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Subject changed from Baofeng BF9700 support? to Baofeng BF-9700
- Target version set to chirp-daily
#4 - 04/25/2020 05:42 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from New to Feedback
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Have you tried the Baofeng GT-3WP driver?
Could you please provide a debug log as described in the Wiki: "[[How To Report Issues]]"? Thanks!
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